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This book constitutes revised selected papers from the International Conference on Advanced
Computing, Networking and Security, ADCONS 2011, held in Surathkal, India, in December
2011. The 73 papers included in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 289
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on distributed computing, image
processing, pattern recognition, applied algorithms, wireless networking, sensor networks,
network infrastructure, cryptography, Web security, and application security.
We bring out the best of Surender Mohan Pathak in a five-book box set for the fans of the
undisputed king of crime fiction. Painsath Laakh Ki Dakaiti, 6 Crore Ka Murda, Jauhar Jwala,
Hazaar Haath and Daman Chakra are the most loved novels in the popular Vimal Series written
by Pathak. They have each sold over 50,000 copies on their first release. Now we reissue them
after nearly two decades. So let's brace ourselves for some perfect murders!
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 2nd International Conference on
Computing, Communications and Data Engineering, held at Sri Padmavati Mahila
Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati, India from 1 to 2 Feb 2019. Chiefly discussing major issues and
challenges in data engineering systems and computer communications, the topics covered
include wireless systems and IoT, machine learning, optimization, control, statistics, and
social computing.
It’s no secret that certain social groups have predominated India’s business and trading
history, with business traditionally being the preserve of particular ‘Bania’ communities.
However, the past four or so decades have seen a widening of the social base of Indian capital,
such that the social profile of Indian business has expanded beyond recognition, and
entrepreneurship and commerce in India are no longer the exclusive bastion of the old
mercantile castes. In this meticulously researched book – acclaimed for being the first social
history to document and understand India’s new entrepreneurial groups – Harish Damodaran
looks to answer who the new ‘wealth creators’ are, as he traces the transitional entry of India’s
middle and lower peasant castes into the business world. Combining analytical rigour with
journalistic flair, India’s New Capitalists is an essential read for anyone seeking to understand
the culture and evolution of business in contemporary South Asia.
The Destroyer's Son
Sholay, the Making of a Classic
Jungle Mein Lash
Aushadh Darshan
Making Excellence a Habit
The Authorized Biography of A.R. Rahman
Ruling from the island of Acacia, the emperor of the Known World has inherited an apparent
peace and prosperity won by his ancestors generations ago. He's an intelligent man, a
widower who dotes on his four children and it is this devotion that obliges him to hide a
terrible secret from them: that their prosperity rests on the dark realities of trafficking in
drugs and human lives. A man of integrity, he hopes that he might bring an end to this vile
trade, but powerful forces stand in his way. And then an assassin strikes, a lone killer sent by
the Mein, an ancient foe long ago exiled to the frozen north. Now the Mein have returned to
take revenge on their old enemy and begin a series of brutal surprise assaults on Acacia.
Mortally wounded, the emperor puts into play a plan that will allow his children to escape, to
fulfil their destinies. And so begins a quest to avenge a father's death and restore an empire this time on the basis of universal freedom...
In Netaji Jehangir Contractor's Khandala house, Rajaram Lokhande shoots dead his cook Fazal
Haque who has turned an informer. Jeet Singh kills Rajaram in his hotel room and escapes
with his seventy-five lakh rupees to Goa. Amidst multiple high-profile intrigues and
conspiracies at the gambling den of Club Kokiro, Jeet Singh meets the don of the city,
Lawrence Briganza, who offers him a contract to kill. Who is he going to kill next?
"Does true love really exist? Can a kiss change your life? At sixteen, Diksha, like any girl her
age, finds her life revolving around school, boys and endless hours of fun with her best friend.
But one day, all that changes. What starts as an innocent crush explodes into something far
beyond her control. Eighteen years later, she finds herself in a dilemma. Urged by a twist of
events, a wish list is born. But can a wish list help her piece back her life together? Will she
succumb to the tangled mess of an extramarital relationship?"--Page [4] of cover.
This book highlights the medical importance of and increasing global interest in herbal
medicines, herbal health products, herbal pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, food supplements,
herbal cosmetics, etc. It also addresses various issues that are hampering the advancement
of Indian herbal medicine around the globe; these include quality concerns and quality
control, pharmacovigilance, scientific investigation and validation, IPR and biopiracy, and the
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challenge that various indigenous systems of medicine are at risk of being lost. The book also
explores the role of traditional medicine in providing new functional leads and modern
approaches that can offer elegant strategies for facilitating the drug discovery process. The
book also provides in-depth information on various traditional medicinal systems in India and
discusses their medical importance. India has a very long history of safely using many herbal
drugs. Folk medicine is also a key source of medical knowledge and plays a vital role in
maintaining health in rural and remote areas. Despite its importance, this form of medicine
largely remains under-investigated. Out of all the traditional medicinal systems used
worldwide, Indian traditional medicine holds a unique position, as it has continued to deliver
healthcare throughout the Asian subcontinent since ancient times. In addition, traditional
medicine has been used to derive advanced techniques and investigate many modern drugs.
Given the scope of its coverage, the book offers a valuable resource for scientists and
researchers exploring traditional and herbal medicine, as well as graduate students in
courses on traditional medicine, herbal medicine and pharmacy.
Kartikeya
Crystal Lodge
Iben Safi
INDIA'S NEW CAPITALISTS
Pasts and Future Histories
Proceeding of NCCS 2018
National Award Winner: 'Best Book On Film' Year 2000 Film Journalist Anupama Chopra Tells The
Fascinating Story Of How A Four-Line Idea Grew To Become The Greatest Blockbuster Of Indian Cinema.
Starting With The Tricky Process Of Casting, Moving On To The Actual Filming Over Two Years In A Barren,
Rocky Landscape, And Finally The First Weeks After The Film'S Release When The Audience Stayed Away
And The Trade Declared It A Flop, This Is A Story As Dramatic And Entertaining As Sholay Itself. With The
Skill Of A Consummate Storyteller, Anupama Chopra Describes Amitabh Bachchan'S Struggle To Convince
The Sippys To Choose Him, An Actor With Ten Flops Behind Him, Over The Flamboyant Shatrughan Sinha;
The Last-Minute Confusion Over Dates That Led To Danny Dengzongpa'S Exit From The Fim, Handing The
Role Of Gabbar Singh To Amjad Khan; And The Budding Romance Between Hema Malini And Dharmendra
During The Shooting That Made The Spot Boys Some Extra Money And Almost Killed Amitabh.
A man will do almost anything when a rich and beautiful woman offers him fifty thousand dollars just to
make a telephone call. But when that telephone call is part of a fake kidnap plan to extract five hundred
thousand dollars from one of the richest men in the world, only a sucker would gamble on the deal paying
off in his favour. Harry Barber is a sucker. After three and a half years in jail for a crime he didn't commit,
with no job and no money, he is the perfect target of a brilliant plan to frame him for the brutal murder of
a young girl.
CreedPan Macmillan
Who really is A.R. Rahman? We know the music. But do we know the man? For the first time, our national
pride--winner of National Film Awards, Academy Awards, Grammys and hearts--opens up about his
philosophies: hope, perseverance, positivity and love. From his early days as a composer of
advertisement jingles to his first big break into feature films, from his keenness to integrate new
technology with a good old-fashioned music score to the foundation of his music school, from his
resounding entry on to the international stage to his directorial debut, from his philanthropy to his inner
life, Notes of a Dream captures the nostalgia, the drama and the extraordinary success story of A.R.
Rahman with all the rhythm and melody, the ups and downs, of a terrific soundtrack by the man himself.
Featuring intimate interviews with the soft-spoken virtuoso, as well as insights and anecdotes from key
people from his life, this balanced, uplifting and affectionate book is the definitive biography of A.R.
Rahman: the man behind the music--and the music that made the man.
Mistakes Like Love and Sex
Kama
Inventory of Sanskrit Scholars
Goa Galatta
In My Father's Basement
Paul William Roberts's journeys through India span 20 years, and in this volume he creates a mosaic, by turns tragic and comic, of
the subcontinent and its people. From the crumbling palaces of maharajas to the slums of Calcutta; from the ashrams of holy men
to a millionaire drug dealer's heavily guarded fortress on India's border with China; Roberts seeks to capture the lure of this
enigmatic land - this empire of the soul.
Cheated by her young and handsome Spanish boyfriend, Kaveri is back in India to follow a career as an artist and to find her dream
man. However, getting involved with an older man, making out with the hottest star in Bollywood, teaching a hot, upcoming actress
Hindi . . . her goals seem nowhere in sight. Starting afresh seems to have thrown her off completely and she begins to see the
superficial life that she’s been leading. It’s time to take some hard decisions. With fresh hope and a new philosophy, Kaveri begins
to focus on her goals. Things begin to look up when there is a kindling of romance across Twitter and she’s starts to understand
her true calling. She might finally be moving in the right direction!
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The scientific world and modern society today is experiencing the dawning of an era of herbal medicine. Extensive research has
shown that aromatic plants are important anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anti aging and immune boosting delectable foods, with
the magic and miracle to boost our immune system providing us with extended and an improved quality of life. Apart from making
bland recipes into welcoming or interesting victories, herbs and spices have stirred the minds of the research community to look
deeper into its active components from a functional perspective. It is essential to present the scientific and medicinal aspect of
herbs and spices together with the analysis of constituents, its medicinal application, toxicology and its physiological effects.
Herbs and spices with high levels of antioxidants are in great demand as they tend to promote health and prevent diseases
naturally assuring increased safety and reliability for consumers. Herbs and spices are not only known for taste and flavor, but
today research has opened up a new realm in which the antioxidant properties of these aromatic plants provide preservation for
foods and health benefits for consumers who look forward to concrete scientific research to guide them further and explore herbal
medicine. The aim of this book is to create awareness in society about the reliability of medicinal properties of certain herbs and
spices through scientific and scholarly research.
The most widely read and the most translated writer in Urdu, Saadat Hasan Manto constantly challenged the hypocrisy and sham
morality of civilized society.
The Secret Wish List
K – the Last Warrior
A Serial Killer Novel
The Very Best of Saadat Hasan Manto
The Ascent of Aurangzeb
Empire of the Soul

This volume maps the breadth and domain of genre literature in India across seven languages (Tamil, Urdu,
Bangla, Hindi, Odia, Marathi and English) and nine genres for the first time. Over the last few decades,
detective/crime fiction and especially science fiction/fantasy have slowly made their way into university curricula
and consideration by literary critics in India and the West. However, there has been no substantial study of
genre fiction in the Indian languages, least of all from a comparative perspective. This volume, with
contributions from leading national and international scholars, addresses this lacuna in critical scholarship and
provides an overview of diverse genre fictions. Using methods from literary analysis, book history and Indian
aesthetic theories, the volume throws light on the variety of contexts in which genre literature is read, activated
and used, from political debates surrounding national and regional identities to caste and class conflicts. It
shows that Indian genre fiction (including pulp fiction, comics and graphic novels) transmutes across languages,
time periods, in translation and through publication processes. While the book focuses on contemporary
postcolonial genre literature production, it also draws connections to individual, centuries-long literary
traditions of genre literature in the Indian subcontinent. Further, it traces contested hierarchies within these
languages as well as current trends in genre fiction criticism. Lucid and comprehensive, this book will be of
great interest to academics, students, practitioners, literary critics and historians in the fields of
postcolonialism, genre studies, global genre fiction, media and popular culture, South Asian literature, Indian
literature, detective fiction, science fiction, romance, crime fiction, horror, mythology, graphic novels,
comparative literature and South Asian studies. It will also appeal to the informed general reader.
Chilling and disturbing, meet the demons in international bestseller James Herbert's Creed. Sometimes horror is
in the mind. And sometimes it's real. Telling the difference isn't always easy. It wasn't for Joe Creed. He'd just
photographed the unreal. Now he had to pay the price. Because he always thought that demons were just a joke.
But the joke was on him.And it wasn't very funny. It was deadly . . .
Unravel the puzzle that is the mysterious and misunderstood son of Mahadeva-KARTIKEYA. Kartikeya was born
from the flames of a desperate need, an ardent desire, and an utmost devastation. In him was distilled the
terrible powers of Mahadev, at its fiercest and most deadly. Although he fought many wars and slew many
tyrants, yet his gifts to humanity have always been those of mercy, compassion and love. What makes this
possible? For Kartikeya, there have always been more questions than answers. Did he really walk away from his
family over a piece of fruit? What about the women in his life-was he the ravisher he is at times accused of
being, or the protector of women? Was he the violent warrior who revelled in bloodlust, or a gentle family man?
What was his relationship with his more popular sibling, Ganesha? Anuja Chandramouli weaves together myth,
imagination and folklore while looking to answer these questions, and recreates for modern readers the story of
one of the most enigmatic gods-Kartikeya.
In India Positive, bestselling author and columnist Chetan Bhagat brings together essays that work as a
manifesto for change. Examining a gamut of subjects—from education to employment, from GST to
infrastructure, from corruption to casteism—Bhagat reflects on what we can do right in order to move forward
and become a truly modern, progressive country. He expresses in these pages his belief that, if we want to see
reform, we—as citizens—need to be the solution. If our country is to shine, Bhagat says, we need to stand up
and be ‘India Positive Citizens’. In a world ridden with negativity, these simply written, perceptive and solutiondriven essays are a must-read for anyone invested in the present and future of India.
Ethnic Fermented Foods and Beverages of India: Science History and Culture
The New Girl
Second International Conference, IC3 2009, Noida, India, August 17-19, 2009. Proceedings
Indian Genre Fiction
Advanced Computing, Networking and Security
Akbar & Birbal

This book provides detailed information on the various ethnic fermented foods and beverages
of India. India is home to a diverse food culture comprising fermented and non-fermented
ethnic foods and alcoholic beverages. More than 350 different types of familiar, less-familiar
and rare ethnic fermented foods and alcoholic beverages are traditionally prepared by the
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country’s diverse ethnic groups, and include alcoholic, milk, vegetable, bamboo, legume, meat,
fish, and cereal based beverages. Most of the Indian ethnic fermented foods are naturally
fermented, whereas the majority of the alcoholic beverages have been prepared using dry
starter culture and the ‘back-sloping’ method for the past 6,000 years. A broad range of
culturable and unculturable microbiomes and mycobiomes are associated with the
fermentation and production of ethnic foods and alcoholic drinks in India. The book begins
with detailed chapters on various aspects including food habits, dietary culture, and the
history, microbiology and health benefits of fermented Indian food and beverages. Subsequent
chapters describe unique and region-specific ethnic fermented foods and beverages from all
28 states and 9 union territories. In turn the classification of various ethnic fermented foods
and beverages, their traditional methods of preparation, culinary practices and mode of
consumption, socio-economy, ethnic values, microbiology, food safety, nutritional value, and
process optimization in some foods are discussed in details with original pictures. In closing,
the book addresses the medicinal properties of the fermented food products and their health
benefits, together with corresponding safety regulations.
A nail-biting sequel to MUJHSE BURA KAUN! A notorious underworld don-turned-politician is
critically injured in a blast that almost destroys his empire. His family and aides will now leave
no stone unturned in finding and killing the men behind the gruesome attack. Jeet Singh was
the last person to be seen in the room where the bomb was planted even though he had no
inkling of the danger zone he was entering.Caught in the vicious circle of assault and revenge,
will Jeet Singh be able to prove his innocence?
Mukesh Mathur Series Criminal lawyer Kamlesh Dixit has been accused of killing ex-employee
Abhay Singh Rajpuria, the owner of Crystal Lodge. Ace lawyer Mukesh Mathur decides to
defend him. His investigation leads him to several other suspects the cops have conveniently
chosen to ignore. According to them, Kamlesh Dixit was caught red-handed with the money
stolen from Crystal Lodge, and a witness had also seen him escaping from the crime scene.
Despite all evidences against Dixit, he continues to plead innocent. Will Mukesh Mathur win
the Crystal Lodge Murder case?
This book constitutes the refereed papers of the 2nd International Conference on
Contemporary Computing, which was held in Noida (New Delhi), India, in August 2009. The 61
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 213 submissions and
focus on topics that are of contemporary interest to computer and computational scientists
and engineers. The papers are organized in topical sections on Algorithms, Applications,
Bioinformatics, and Systems.
Himalayan Art
Honeybee
Nanoelectronics, Circuits and Communication Systems
The Immortals of Meluha
Jauhar Jwala
Bitter Fruit
Author's spiritual experiences during his stay at Vrindāvan (India), in 1954.
One of the few practising doctors in India who contributed to research, education and charity
in such a large measure, the book documents the fundamentals of what makes a person achieve
meaningful success. While hard work, passion and focus emerge as winning lessons, delicate and
tender learnings from Dr Mohan's life, such as empathy or spirituality, are not forgotten.
Written in Dr Mohan's sagacious and affable voice, and peppered with examples of his bold and
unusual ideas such as planning a diabetes expo or conducting a country-wide diabetes study,
this book is a behind-the-scenes account of a person honoured internationally for delivering
path-breaking care to hundreds of thousands of people with diabetes.
Today, Shiva is a god. But 4,000 years ago, he was just a man. This is his journey . . . 1900
BC: the once-proud Suryavanshi rulers of the Meluha Empire are in dire peril. The empire's
primary river, the Saraswathi, is slowly drying up. There are devastating terrorist attacks
from the east, the land of the Chandravanshis - and to make matters worse, the Chandravanshis
appear to have allied with the Nagas, an ostracised race of deformed humans with astonishing
martial skills. The only hope for the Suryavanshis is an ancient prophecy: when evil reaches
epic proportions and all seems lost, a hero will emerge . . .
We are in the car. She’s looking at me. I can see the love in her eyes for me. Then a huge
crash. She’s flung out of the window. I’m thrown out too. A pool of blood. Her eyes are still
on me . . . but now it’s a death stare. I am Daman and I wake up to this nightmare. Every.
Single. Day. Waking up from a long coma, Daman learns that he was in a massive car crash with a
girl who vanished soon after the accident, leaving him for dead. Strangely, all he remembers is
a hazy face, her hypnotic eyes, and her name—Shreyasi. To come to terms with his memory lapse
he starts piecing together stories about himself and Shreyasi from his dreams, which he then
turns into a hugely popular blog. When he’s offered a lucrative publishing deal to convert his
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blog pieces into a novel, he signs up immediately. However, he gives in to editorial pressure
and agrees to corrupt the original edgy character of Shreyasi. Big mistake. From then on Daman
is stalked and threatened by a terrifying beauty who claims to be Shreyasi and who will stop at
nothing to make him pay for being a sell-out. Before Daman fights back, he needs to know: Is
she really who she claims to be? What does she want from him now? What if he doesn’t do what
she wants him to? The Girl of My Dreams is definitely not your usual love story.
The Riddle of Desire
New Essays and Selected Columns
The Mughal High Noon
Herbal Medicine in India
Caste, Business, and Industry in a Modern Nation
Contemporary Computing
Abu'l-Fath Jalal-ud-din Muhammad Akbar, popularly known as Akbar I, also as Akbar the Great, was
the third Mughal emperor, who reigned from 1556 to 1605. Akbar succeeded his father, Humayun,
under a regent, Bairam Khan, who helped the young emperor expand and consolidate Mughal domains
in India.Birbal; born Mahesh Das; (1528-1586), or Raja Birbal, was a Hindu Brahmin advisor and
main commander (mukhya senapati) of army in the court of the Mughal emperor, Akbar. He is mostly
known in the Indian subcontinent for the folk tales which focus on his wit. Birbal was appointed
by Akbar as a minister "mantri" and used to be a poet and singer in around 1556-1562. He had a
close association with Emperor Akbar and was one of his most important courtiers, part of a
group called the navaratnas (nine jewels of Akbar). In 1586, Birbal led an army to crush an
unrest in the north-west Indian subcontinent where he was killed along with many troops in an
ambush by the rebel tribe. He was the only Hindu to adopt Din-i Ilahi, the religion founded by
Akbar.By the end of Akbar's reign, local folk tales emerged involving his interactions with
Akbar, portraying him as being extremely clever and witty. As the tales gained popularity in
India, he became even more of a legendary figure across the Indian subcontinent. These tales
involve him outsmarting rival courtiers and sometimes even Akbar, using only his intelligence
and cunning, often with giving witty and humorous responses and impressing Akbar. From the
twentieth century onwards, plays, films and books based on these folk tales were made, some of
these are in children's comics and school textbooks.The stories of Akbar and Birbal have been
read and heard since childhood, which can be judged by the wisdom and wisdom of Birbal, these
stories are very interesting and they are very knowledgeable, inspiring, and more qualified.
Through this book, it will be our endeavor to make available the famous stories of Akbar-Birbal
in one place so that they can easily be read and some can be learned from them.
The story begins with a group of people hiding in the forest. They are escaping from someone as
they search for their savior. Something that no one had ever imagined even in their worst
nightmares had happened in this world. What is the secret that all these people are running away
from? A woman named Monica is taking these people towards an unknown destination. Shivay had
instructed her to go to this destination as soon all this would begin. What exactly has begun?
What kind of dark secret has appeared before the world? What is it that everyone is running away
to escape from? Who is this Shivay, and how did he know this secret in advance? Where is Shivay
right now? Where is this destination that Shivay had told Monica about, and towards which she is
taking all these people? Trusting in Shivay, Monica is looking for someone called 'K'. Who is
this 'K'? Does 'K' really exist or is he just a figment of Shivay’s imagination? Will Monica
ever be able to find ‘K’? Is 'K' their protector? As the story progresses, some dark secrets of
this world and the universe are revealed. These secrets were kept hidden from the common man
until the present. Get ready to witness the biggest story of this era. Get ready to find out all
the hidden secrets. Get ready to enjoy the journey of ‘K’ filled with romance, action and
mysteries.
From No.1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva comes a stunning new thriller of
vengeance, deception, and betrayal. ‘Allon is the 21st century Bond’ Daily Mail
This book features selected papers presented at the Fourth International Conference on
Nanoelectronics, Circuits and Communication Systems (NCCS 2018). Covering topics such as MEMS
and nanoelectronics, wireless communications, optical communications, instrumentation, signal
processing, the Internet of Things, image processing, bioengineering, green energy, hybrid
vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting, cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID,
CMOS sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems, and sensor network
applications in mines, it offers a valuable resource for young scholars, researchers, and
academics alike.
Indigenous Knowledge, Practice, Innovation and its Value
Antioxidant Properties of Spices, Herbs and Other Sources
Acacia
Creed
Proceedings of CCODE 2019
Miracles Still Happen in Brindavan
One after another dead bodies are found in the jungle which sends everyone in a tizzy. A question of whodunit arises on the face of everyone.
Read the fast paced book to know how the serial murder mystery is solved.
A dark journey into a serial killer's twisted mind. Out of nowhere, a retired 60-year old handyman goes on a murder-spree, abducting healthy
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young people and torturing them with hand-tools. After he's caught, a media fascination in The Handyman swells. People want to know why he
snapped. They want to hear ALL the grisly details.But he'll only tell his gruesome story to one person-- His estranged son.From the author of
Intercepts and The Venue comes this must-read for anyone who is fascinated by serial killers. Not for the faint-of-heart.
Great Book Written by Saint Rampal Ji Maharaj
The bestselling and award-winning novel from the author of Jasper Jones.
Way of Living - English
The Shiva Trilogy Book 1
Notes of a Dream
The Girl of My Dreams
India Positive
Just Another Sucker
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